European Seminar Third Spaces ADAIR
Art & Design Actions for Inclusive Renewal
13th & 14th December 2018

DAY 1 MORNING
“Third Spaces interactions with Urban Contexts: Challenges and Issues
@ L’ Amphithéâtre 7

9h00 - 09h30: Welcome coffee
09:30- 09h45: Introduction to the seminar by Natalia Bobadilla
10h00-10h30: Artist run spaces (Canada) by Amy Gottung & Tiffany Fukuma
10h30-11h00: Station Gare de Mines (France) by Olivier Le Gal
11h00- 11h30: Medea (Greece) by Angeliki Poulou
11h30-11h45: Break
11h45- 12h15: La Vallée (Belgium) by Pierre Pevée
12h15- 12h45: Attack! (Croatie) by Sanja Burlovic
12h45-13-15: Kanepes Kulturas centrā (Riga) by Marie-Laure Rodriguez
Lunch: 13h15 -14h30

DAY 1 AFTERNOON
Art & design actions for inclusive renewal—Methodological opportunities or Utopies?

14h30- 15h00: «Urban Entrepreneurship through Art-Based Interventions: Unveiling a Translation Process» by François Pilchault/ HEC Liège/ University of Liège
15h30-16h00: “Popular economy from the bottom up: methodological insights from Colombia” by Ruth Quevedo / Universidad Nacional de Colombia
15h-15h30: “Photography as experience and geographic document” by Jordi Ballesta
16h-16h30: “Phonetics—Invest the city through sound” by Paul Emilieu/ Ecole Camondo
16h30- 17h00: “Soundsapes Landscapes—Arhizome” by Manolis Manousakis/ Medea Electronique
18h-19h : Chapelle Charbon by Jeanne Robet - SoundWays Walk * (please make sure you bring your earphones/ headphones)
19h- 24h : Cocktail-Dinner & live music @ La Station-Gare de Mines: Festival Magnetique Nord
DAY 2 MORNING
Axes de travail dépôts
EU / étude communes + financements possibles
09h30 – 10h00: Welcome Coffee
10h00 – 10h30: Fundings and calls for proposals by Arnaud Idelon & Claire François
10h30 to 12h00: Work in groups/ brainstorming about the potential joint actions/projects/collaborations
12:00 to 13:30: Restitution per group/ discussion
13:30-15h:00 Lunch

DAY 2 AFTERNOON
Axes de travail dépôts
EU / étude communes + financements possibles
15h00–16h00: Conclusions and next steps by Natalia Bobadilla & Olivier Le Gal

Practical Information
The seminar will take place at the "Ecole Nationale d'Architecture Paris La Villette" located at the following address:
144 Avenue de Flandre, 75019 Paris
The closest metro stations are:
Corentin Cariou (Line 7)
Crimée (Line 7)
You can also take the RER at Jaures (Line 5) and walk

Contact info
In case of emergency please contact:
Natalia Bobadilla
(+33) 6 58 43 43 08
Claire François
(+33) 6 04 07 66 15

Please note that the dinner/ cocktail of day 1 will take place at a different venue:
Station-Gare de Mines
29 Avenue de la Porte d'Aubervilliers, 75018 Paris